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In this book, Dusty Bunker will help you predict future trends through the Personal Cycles revealed
by numbers. Topics include: Your Four Personal Numbers. Your Personal Year Month, and Day
Cycles. How to determine your time of birth. Number delineations for character analysis as well as
for prediction. This book is an indispensable companion to Numerology and the Divine Triangle, but
it requires no previous knowledge of numerology. Ms. Bunker substantiates her system with
extensive evidence from the past, as a basis for prediction of the future.
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This book was my first introduction to numerology, and is remarkably clear, easy to follow and to
understand. The editorial review covers the contents perfectly. The only reason I have selected 4
stars instead of five is because I found this to be a foundation book. Once you learn the techniques
for determining your numbers, and how they impact your life, you will want to buy "Numerology and
the Divine Triangle". This second book, by the same author, is more detailed and deeper, and can
be used to indicate propitious dates for various actions. Both books are very useful in understanding
both yourself and other people with whom you are involved. Numerology is just another way of
perceiving the world. It's fun. Enjoy!

"Numerology and Your Future," is the companion "Opus," to "Numerology and the Divine Triangle,"
which should be used together to assist one to see the wisdom in the numbers which create one's
personal cycles through choice and interpretation of experiences.The use and conversion of

positive words into numbers to define and clarify one's experiences, assists one to see how
important it is to see all experiences as positive."Numerology and Your Future," assists one to
greater understanding and more wonderful experience through the use of positive words to define
the cycles of one's life.One can transform negative experiences into positive experiences simply by
changing the words by which one defines one's experiences. The numbers correlation to the
positive words one wants to correlate with one's name, birthdate, and address is the key to
individual attainment.

I like her and Faithy Javane's first book together, Numerology and The Divine Triangle better, I like
how they use the double numbers instead of just the single numbers. Gives more perspective to me
on numerology as a whole.

Though I do not follow the so called Pathagoren numerology, since I feel it is no way as accurate as
the Chaldean or Kaballah alphabet, this book was very helpful in giving more information behind the
doubled numbers. In Chaldean numerology the doubled numbers carry as much weight as the
single digits. They represent the spiritual side of a number while the single digit the physical
side.Though the alphabet used in chaldean numerology is more accurate there aren't many books
on what the doubled numbers signify. Cheiro's Book of Numbers by Cheiro is a good place to start
but he doesn't give a whole lot of detail behind why a number is unfortunate.Many of the
correspondances come from the tarot so I was pleased to find Numerology and Your Future as it
delves into the doubled numbers all the way up to 72!You can gain much more info from your
birthday and name by looking up the doubled number.

Discover the four personal numbers assigned to you at birth and then take it a step further to
discover your personal life cycles. Dusty Bunker gives easy to follow instructions, examples, and
exercises to help you discover the trends of your future, from your year cycle to hour cycles in a
single day. This book will help you lay the ground work into further exploring the numbers of your life
and getting the most out of your future days.With the ground work laid out, Dusty Bunker offers
additional techniques to try out and encourages you to build on these to discover `your own'
methods of working with your numbers.The bulk of the book is devoted to exploring her number
system and building on the reliability of it with evidence from the past. From `Astrology Assignments
to the Numbers' to `The Presidential Order and the Tarot Keys', Bunker explores historical events all
related back to numbers. She even shares thoughts from her personal Notebook.The last two

chapters of the book offer Bunker's interpretations of the individual numbers, including master
numbers.The amount of information covered in Numerology and Your Future feels like the tip of an
iceberg. It will get you started, but it will also intrigue you to explore further.
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